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Pre-IMSA
Hometown - Byron, Illinois

Population - 3,607
Public High School Ranking - 160/719
Proficent in Reading - 47%
Proficent in Math - 37%
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Attending IMSA
The Choice

Grow
- Grow as a student
- Receive more opportunities
- Work in a new environment
- Seek a challenge

Inclusion
- Diverse student body
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UN Youth Advisor for the United Nations
Consulted for the UN and partnaring organizations on gender equality in
STEM, education, and economic development throuh youths' interestes.

My
Current
Work

Research Science Institute
Conducted research at Harvard Medical School studying the social and
demographic factors in adherence to antihypertensive medication in
pregnancy

Host of GirlsFeed.
Podcast discussing gender, race, and class in all contexts.
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WASI

The Women's Association of
Scientific Innovation
501c3 United Nations partnered nonprofit that
works to catalyzes the power of the most
vulnerable girls and young women to create the
future they imagine for themselves and their
communities | Website: www.womenwasi.org
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What is it?
A cdevice that enables women in developing countries to create a unique identity
without having access to the internet or electricity - www.etana.us

Etana

Accomplishments
-

IMSA Innovation Grant
MIT Solv[ed] winner
HP Girls Save the World
Pozen Social Innovation Prize
Taco Bell Ambition Accelerator
Youth Innovator of the Year

March 2021
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Scientific Research

Harvard - Sociology
Worked with Dr. Adanar Usmani and Dr.
John Clegg, on analyzing American
mass incarceration from a comparative
and historical perspective.

Northwestern Computational Epidemiology

Harvard Medical School Sociology (RSI)

Working with Dr. Kiarri Kershaw using
agent-based computational modeling
to stimulate the mechanical stress
responses of economically vulnerable
communities.

Working with Dr. Aaron Kesselheim,
evaluating the social and demographic
disparities that impact antihypertensive
medication adherence for pregnant
women.
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The Common Theme
Equity Based Innovation and Research
Background, Culture, Demographic
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IMSA's Assistance
Introduction to Innovation (IN2)
Introduction to Research (SIR)
Environment
Accessibility
Coursework*
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Concerns
Balance, Equitable Support, Emphasis on Social Innovation
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General Ideas

1

2

3

4

Understand and address the
specific challenges Black and
Brown students face in schools
because of their race,
regardless of their family
income.

Understanding the unlimited
possibilities Black and Brown
students posses.

Working to remove the
correlation of being a 'good
student' with ability to perform
well in and outside of the
classroom.

Work to understand the systemic
contexts that hold students
back.
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Black and brown communities are
determining their own futures.
Gatekeepers need not apply.
"At what point do we sit down with communities of color and share the plethora of information that exists,
instead of recreating new wheels and new ciphers of multimillion-dollar projects where the only people who
benefit are the overseers?"
- Sherrell Dorsey
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Personal Goal
Provide Black, Brown and low-income students with the resources to
initiate change, and set an example of how that sort of change is
possible.
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Questions & Discussion
ELIZABETHNYAMWANGE.COM
ETANA.US
WOMENWASI.ORG

